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Abstract— Nowadays, evolving research efforts have been focused on question and answer (Q&A) systems based on social 

networks. The Efficient and Distributed Query Answering systems can answer non-factual and factual questions, this Efficient 

and Distributed Query Answering systems mainly focused on non-factual questions which cannot be easily resolved by web 

search engines. These systems either rely on a centralized server for identifying friends based on social information or 

broadcast a user’s questions to all of its friends. The Distributed Query Answering systems, where users can access the Query 

Answering systems through Internet .However, traditional systems cannot directly use the previous centralized methods or 

broadcasting methods, which generate high server bandwidth cost, high cost of Internet access and high overhead with the 

many number of users. We propose a Efficient and Distributed Query Answering systems to get a user satisfaction answers 

given by humans, with low overhead and system cost as well as quick response to question askers. And also this Query 

Answering system enables users to forward questions to potential answerers in their friend lists in a decentralized manner for 

a number of hops before resorting to the server. The execution-driven process results show that The Efficient and Distributed 

Query Answering systems can achieve a high query precision and recall rate, low overhead and a short response latency. 

 

Index terms— Query Answering system, Online Social networks, Peer to peer networks, Secret key, RSA and AES algorithms. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Common search engines such as Google and Bing are the common way for information retrieval on the Internet. To improve the 

performance of social search engines, search engines have been proposed to determine the results searched by keywords that are 

more relevant to the searchers. These social search engines group people with similar interests and refer to the historical selected 

results of a person’s group members to decide the relevant results for the person. Although the search engines perform well in 

answering factual queries for information already in a database, they are not suitable for non-factual queries that are more 

subjective, relative and multi-dimensional (e.g., can anyone recommend a best tutors for social-based question and answer (Q&A) 

systems in a particular place?), especially when the information is not in the database (e.g., suggestions, recommendations, 

advices). One method to solve this problem is to forward the non-factual queries to humans, which are the most “brilliance 

machines” that are capable of translating, representing and answering the queries, provided they are familiar with the queries. 
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        To enhance the asker satisfaction on the Query Answering sites, recently, developing research efforts have been focused on 

social network based Query Answering systems in which users post and answer questions through social network maintained in a 

centralized server. As the answerers in the social network know the backgrounds and preference of the askers, they are willing 

and able to provide more tailored and personalized answers to the askers. The social-based Query Answering systems can be 

classified into two categories: broadcasting-based and centralized. The broadcasting-based systems broadcast the questions of a 

user to all of the user’s friends. In the centralized systems, since the centralized server constructs and maintains the social network 

of each user, it searches the potential answerers for a given question from the asker’s friends, friends of friends and so on.   

 

  Question and Answer system is more popular in today’s world. Increasing demand of quick response to non-factual queries like 

advice, recommendations are not solved perfectly by web search engines like Google. So, proposed Question and Answer system 

fulfill requirements of non-factual queries by utilizing information on social network. Existing system in market are depend on 

whatever data already available in database, so new queries not get satisfied answer from such system. By utilizing user’s social 

information, Question and Answer system give satisfied answer to user. System enables user to forward question to potential 

answerers in their friend list in decentralized manner. First order logic representation technique is used for calculating interest ID 

of user in different fields. The question is forwarded to only that friend who able to give best answer based on similar interest thus 

reducing computation cost of mobile nodes. By using Question and Answer system based on social network user can get high 

quality. 

 

    Broadcasting questions to all friends of a user generates a high computing overhead to the friends. Also, it results in many 

costly interruptions to users by sending questions that they cannot answer and increase their workload of looking for questions 

that they can answer through a pool of received questions. Further, broadcasting to a large number of friends cannot guarantee the 

quality of the answers? .To this problem, in this paper, we propose a distributed Social-based  Query Answering System with low 

overhead and system cost as well as quick response to question askers. In addition, their answers are also more personalized and 

trustable. The great advantages that online social networks bring to users include:  

(1) Decentralized- Low Query congestion and high server bandwidth and Quick response to Question askers. 

(2) Low cost or no cost to access the contained resources, with the Web-based nature of these networks meaning data is publicly 

available;  

(3) The sharing of information, philosophy, skills, knowledge, or experiences;  

(4) Ubiquity. Because of their value and advantages, the study of these social network websites is of great importance to modern 

society.  

 

 

II. MOTIVATION 

Online social networks, unlike the Web, are organized around users. To join an online social network, users need create a 

profile such as interest and backgrounds, publish content and build ways to anyone they want to associate with. As a result, online 

social networks have become the sites for maintaining social relationships, for locating users with similar or identical interests and 

for locating content and knowledge or experience that has been contributed other users. 
 

 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
Common search engines such as Google, Mozilla Firefox and Bing are the basic way for information retrieval on the Internet. 

Although the web search engines perform well in answering factual questions for information already placed in a database, they 

are not useful for non-factual questions that are multi-dimensional, relative and more subjective, (e.g., can anyone recommend a 

professor in advising research on social-based query answering systems?), especially when the information is not already proved 

in the database (e.g., advices, suggestions, recommendations and locating). One technique to clear up this problem is to sending 

the non-factual questions to humans, which are the most “brilliance machines” that are capable of translating, illustrating and 

answering the questions, provided they are familiar with the questions. 
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IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Our Proposed System Architecture mainly consists of Admin, Web server system and User, 

The steps include in Admin are, 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                               Fig 1 Admin operations 

 

The Fig 1 shows the operations of admin, the Admin has to login by using valid user name and password. After login successful 

admin can do some operations like list all questions & answers, list users, add groups, view all groups, view all search history, 

provide accessing permission key to users and logout.  

 

 

The steps include in End-User are, 

  

                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                            The Fig 2 operations of End-users 

 

The Fig 2 shows the operations of End-users, there are n numbers of users present. User should register to a particular group 

before doing any operations.  After registration successful he has to login by using authorized user name and password. After 

logged in he will do some operations such as view my details, Ask question, answers for the question, question asked in your 

group, question asked in different group, request for user access key and logout. If user clicks on my details button, then the 

server will give response to the user with their tags such as user Image, User name, DOB, E-mail, Mobile and Location. 
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To provide user authorization secret key we are using a RSA and AES Algorithm. 

 

KeyGen RSA: Initially, we describe the parameters involved in a standard RSA signature scheme. Each sender includes a public 

key PK= (e,n) and private key=(d,n) where n is a K-bit modules generated as the product of two random k/2-bit primes p,q and 

n=p*q where, p,q € discrete prime numbers. 

 

AES Alogrithm: 

Cipher(byte in[16], byte out[16], key_array round_key[Nr+1]) 

1.begin 

2.byte state[16]; 

3.state = in; 

4.AddRoundKey(state, round_key[0]); 

5.for i = 1 to Nr-1 stepsize 1 do 

6.SubBytes(state); 

7.ShiftRows(state); 

8.MixColumns(state); 

9.AddRoundKey(state, round_key[i]); 

10.end for 

11.SubBytes(state); 

12.ShiftRows(state); 

13.AddRoundKey(state, round_key[Nr]); 

14.end 

 

 

  

Our Proposed System Architecture mainly consists of Admin, Web server system and User, 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

Fig 3 the system Architecture of Query Answering System. 

 

In this System Architecture, it mainly consists of three parts Admin, System (web server) and End-user. 

Admin: Admin is responsible for user registrations and recommend friends based on user interest profile information and also 

responsible for following functions like of view all users & search history, Add/view groups, List questions & Answers, and 

issuing search authorization secret key. 

System (web server): System acts as an intermediate between Admin and End-user. Any function like end-user user request to get 

answer for the particular queries, system responses by using a database. 
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End-user: End-user first uses Query Answering system to register by entering profile information, once done register user can 

made login by entering user name and password once user done login, user can ask questions, search answer for the question, 

view answer asked in within group, view answer asked in different group, Request for user access key and logout etc. 

 The fig 3 shows the system Architecture of Query Answering System. This Architecture shows the admin, system and end-user 

activity. Here end-user request to get answer for the particular queries, the answer is viewed and provided by another End-user in 

a system then Admin responses by issuing authorization secret key by using secret key user can view a answer for particular 

questions. 

 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Fig 4 Query Answering system Home page.                               Fig 5 Admin loin page. 

 

 

 
Fig 6 Admin page and issuing authorization secret key to user.     Fig 7 User login page. 
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Fig 8 user registration page 

 

 
Fig 9 user page and entering non-factual queries.                              Fig 10 searching answer within group or different group . 

 

 
 

Fig 11 Answer details in encrypted formatted.                                  Fig 12 user can decrypt the answer by entering user secret key. 
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Fig 13.After decrypting, the user can view the answer. 

 

        

VI. CONCULSION 

In this system, we present the design and implementation of a efficient and distributed Query Answering system based on social 

networks. This system novel in that it achieves lightweight distributed answerer search, while still enables a node to accurately 

identify its friends that can answer a question. A node considers both its friend’s parsed interests and answer quality in 

determining the friend’s similarity value, which measures both the capability and willingness of the friend to answer/forward a 

question. Compared to the centralized social network based Q&A systems that suffer from traffic congestions and high server 

bandwidth cost, This system is a fully distributed system in which each node makes local decision on question forwarding. 

  

Compared to broadcasting, query answering system generates much less overhead with its limited question forwarding hops. 

Since each user belongs to several social clusters, by locally selecting most potential answerers, the question is very likely to be 

forwarded to answerers that can provide answers. Also, efficient and distributed Query Answering system based on social 

networks earns high user satisfaction ratings on answering both factual and non-factual questions. In the future, we will study the 

combination of efficient and distributed Query Answering system based on social networks and cloud-based Q&A system.  
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